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Abstract In studies of visual object recognition, strong inversion effects accompany the
acquisition of expertise and imply the involvement of configural processing. Chinese literacy
results in sensitivity to the orthography of Chinese characters. While there is some evidence
that this orthographic sensitivity results in an inversion effect, and thus involves configural
processing, that processing might depend on exact orthographic properties. Chinese character
recognition is believed to involve a hierarchical process, involving at least two lower levels of
representation: strokes and radicals. Radicals are grouped into characters according to certain
types of structure, i.e. left–right structure, top–bottom structure, or simple characters with
only one radical by itself. These types of radical structures vary in both familiarity, and in
hierarchical level (compound versus simple characters). In this study, we investigate whether
the hierarchical-level or familiarity of radical-structure has an impact on the magnitude of
the inversion effect. Participants were asked to do a matching task on pairs of either upright
or inverted characters with all the types of structure. Inversion effects were measured based
on both reaction time and response sensitivity. While an inversion effect was observed in
all 3 conditions, the magnitude of the inversion effect varied with radical structure, being
significantly larger for the most familiar type of structure: characters consisting of 2 radi-
cals organized from left to right. These findings indicate that character recognition involves
extraction of configural structure as well as radical processing which play different roles in
the processing of compound characters and simple characters.
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The recognition of faces is both less accurate and slower when viewed upside-down. This
well-known phenomenon is referred to as the face inversion effect and has been taken as a
marker of the configural processing of faces. Configural processing may develop from years of
experience with the discrimination of faces in their normal, upright orientation (Maurer et al.
2002). The configural processing of these upright faces could include both the processing of
the relation that specifies position properties of facial features (e.g. the eyes are above the nose
and the mouth is below the nose) and the processing of the relation that specifies distances
between facial features (Tanaka and Sengco 1997; for a review see Maurer et al. 2002).
Besides, configural processing may also involve integrating facial features together into a
whole (Maurer et al. 2002; McKone 2004). When faces are inverted, perceptual experience
for upright faces fails to generalize to unfamiliar orientations, resulting in an inability to
extract configural information of faces. It is suggested that face inversion may interfere with
different levels of configural processing (Maurer et al. 2002) and result in processing that is
solely based on facial features (Peterson and Rhodes 2003; Sagiv and Bentin 2001). However,
it remains unknown whether configural processing is as important for recognizing Chinese
characters as it is for recognizing faces and to what extent configural processing is disrupted
by inversion for character. Recent studies report inversion effects for Chinese characters (Kao
et al. 2010; Wang et al. 2011), which suggests an involvement of configural processing in
character recognition.
Chinese characters are indeed comparable with faces. They are roughly treated as two-
dimensional spatial or pictographic visual patterns (Zhang et al. 2009). The compositional
relationship of components in a character is similar to facial features and their inter-relations
in faces. Besides, recognizing characters comes to be orientation-specific in skilled readers
because of lifetime exposure to the upright orientation, just as the development of perceptual
expertise with faces. This predicts that configural processing could be also important for
character recognition and would be disrupted for well-learnt characters that are presented in
an unfamiliar orientation. Thus, a face-like inversion effect should be observed for Chinese
characters, as already reported by both Kao et al. (2010) and Wang et al. (2011). The present
study aims to replicate this finding. However, our main purpose is to determine whether
the magnitude of the character inversion effect is dependent on what we call ‘radical struc-
ture’. Although Chinese characters have similar pictographic and compositional properties
with faces, Chinese characters as linguistic scripts are more complex than faces. Firstly, the
perceptual organization of Chinese characters are constructed maximally with three levels:
stroke, radicals, and structure (Yeh et al. 2003). A number of individual strokes not only
compose different characters but also form various types of radicals. Stroke patterns or one
single radical can be simple characters in their own right with independent meanings and
pronunciations, which are referred to as simple characters. More than two distinct radicals
form different compound characters. Secondly, strokes and radicals are arranged in various
locations within characters, and the precise arrangement of strokes and radicals has to con-
form to certain implicit principles of spatial-position regularity, i.e. orthography (Suk-Han
Ho et al. 2004; Yeh and Li 2002; Wang et al. 2003). Thus, there is difference in the variation
of feature position relations between characters and faces. For faces, the locations of facial
features are the same across individual faces(i.e. two eyes are always above a nose). For
characters, different radicals that are arranged at various positions have several structures
such as horizontal, vertical, open and enclosed structure within compound characters (Yeh
et al. 2003, 1997). For example, two radicals can be arranged horizontally (e.g. left–right
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structure, ), or arranged vertically (e.g. top–bottom structure, ). Sim-
ple characters with strokes arranged at different positions have a simple structure, consisting
of a single unit or ‘radical’.
Given that Chinese characters vary in the organization of their primary features, we propose
that the configural processing of Chinese characters might be dependent on precise orthog-
raphy; orthography of Chinese characters that we have learnt implicitly for years make our
visual system group radicals together and process characters configurally. One explanation
of configural processing emphasizes the putative hierarchical nature of internal character
representations (Wang et al. 2011; Kao et al. 2010): characters are first parsed into radicals
and this level of configuration is calculated from positional relationships between radicals;
then radicals are decomposed into strokes and this level of configuration relies on the metric
information of stroke arrangements (Wang et al. 2011; Taft et al. 1999). Due to potential
differences in the number of hierarchical levels required for the representation of simple and
compound characters, the recognition of these two kinds of characters may demand different
degrees of configural processing. This leads us to predict that the inversion effects should
be greater for compound characters because, while inversion of the simple character dis-
rupts relational information from strokes, inversion of the compound character disrupts the
relational information of both radicals and strokes.
An additional, perhaps complementary description of configural processing suggests that a
character is perceived as a globally structured pattern. Yeh and her colleagues suggest that the
expert recognition of characters requires a process of binding radicals into a single perceptual
unit in order to reduce processing load (Yeh et al. 2003; Chen and Yeh 2015). Overall ability
to bind radicals into single units is acquired through long-term implicit learning. However,
familiarity can vary with type of radical structure and it has been shown that expertise with
Chinese character recognition may, for example, facilitate the extraction of the largest unit
available; i.e. radicals over strokes and full characters over individual radicals (Yeh 2000;
Yeh et al. 2003). However, what happens to configural processing when radical structure
varies but their highest hierarchical level remains constant? We suggest that, if expertise is
specific to the exact type of radical structure, configural processing should suffer the most for
inverted structures that are most familiar. In this study, we take advantage of the fact that Chi-
nese characters of different structures indeed have different degrees of familiarity. Left–right
characters are maximally familiar to primary school and university students (Hue 2003; Lui
et al. 2010). Of over 6700 daily used characters, around 63% are left–right characters, in con-
trast to about 23% for top–bottom characters (Guo 1999); while simple characters comprise
at most 14% of the total. We predict that, compared to top–bottom and simple characters,
inversion in left–right characters may lead to greater disruption of configural structure.
In the present study, we aim to examine whether the hierarchical level or the familiarity of
radical organization plays a critical role in Chinese character recognition by using the inver-
sion effect to index the involvement of configural processing. We compare the inversion effect
of three types of character structures (simple, left–right, and top–bottom), hypothesizing that:
(1) based on the idea that configural processing cumulates across levels of hierarchical repre-
sentations or relational configuration, a greater inversion effect will be observed in compound
relative to simple characters. This will be tested by comparing the inversion effect of simple
and top–bottom characters, both of which have similar familiarity with structure; (2) based
on the radical-structure explanation, due to higher familiarity with left–right characters, left–
right characters will show a stronger inversion effect compared to other types of characters.
This will be tested by comparing the inversion effect of left–right and top–bottom characters,
since these two types of characters have similar structure complexity in terms of number of
radicals. Up to now, few studies have examined the difference in perception between simple
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and compound characters. As far as we know, Wang et al. (2011) is the only previous study
to do so. However, Wang et al.’s study (2011) failed to find an interaction between character
structure (simple vs. compound) and orientation (upright vs. inverted) in behavioral perfor-
mance, neither in reaction time nor accuracy. They failed to consider the potential impact of
radical-structure familiarity and did not distinguish left–right from top–bottom structure in
the compounds. We suspect that familiarity with structure could have been a confounder in
Wang et al.’s study.
In addition, the present study manipulates presentation eccentricity of characters (fovea
and parafovea). It is suggested that fluent reading requires both foveal and parafoveal pro-
cessing (e.g. Schotter et al. 2012; Vasilev and Angele 2016). Parts of information such as
the lexicon can be obtained from a parafoveal word with slow extraction speed (Schotter
et al. 2012). But what information is critical to process characters in the parafovea is not
very clear. Based on the previous studies of parafoveal reading, we speculate that configural
processing of printed words may remain in the parafovea. If this speculation is true, pro-
cessing of inverted characters in the parafovea would suffer most because parafoveal reading
may heavily depend on configural information. Thus, we expected that the inversion effect
is more obvious in the parafovea than that in the fovea.
Method
Participants
Twenty healthy students (5 males) aged 18–20 years (mean age 19 years) were enrolled in
the study and paid for their participation. All participants were native Chinese readers. In
addition, all participants were right-handed and had normal or corrected-to-normal vision.
The experimental procedure performed in the current study was in accordance with the
Institutional Review Board of Hangzhou Normal University and with the 1964 Helsinki
declaration and its later amendments or comparable ethical standards. Informed consent was
obtained from each participant in accordance with the guidelines and approval of the Center
for Cognition and Brain Disorders of Hangzhou Normal University.
Stimuli and Apparatus
All stimuli for this study were selected from the SUBTLEX-CH corpus (Cai and Brysbaert
2010). There were 75 Chinese characters (see Appendix), with 25 characters for each type
of the 3 structures, which are left–right characters (LRC), top–bottom characters (TBC),
and simple characters (SC). The occurrence frequencies of the 75 characters range from
30.2 to 1170.43 per million (Mean = 326.89, SD = 278.11). The total number of strokes
in each character (range 6–9 strokes, Mean = 6.8, SD = 0.92) was counterbalanced among
three kinds of characters. Within each structure pairs (left–right characters or top–bottom
characters), no radical was repeatedly used. We analyzed occurrence frequency of each
radical in the whole corpus. T-Test of radical occurrence frequency between LRC and TBC
showed a nonsignificant difference between them [t (1, 25) = 0.00, p = .999]. The ANOVA
analysis did not show significant difference among three types of structure in frequency
[F(2, 72) = 0.034, p = 0.966], and in number of strokes [F(2, 72) = 0.00, p = 1].
All characters were presented with Song font both in upright and inverted orientations.
They were displayed on ViewSonic monitor with the screen resolution set to 1024 × 768
pixels and a refresh rate of 60 Hz. The presenting position of stimuli on the screen were
either 1 deg away (foveal condition) or 4 deg away (parafoveal condition) from the fixation
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cross. Manipulating eccentricity of faces in visual field may help for dissociating configural
from featural processing (McKone 2004). Retinal sizes for characters were therefore set to
1.6 × 1.6 deg2 in the fovea and 3.2 × 3.2 deg2 in the parafovea. All stimuli were presented
in Python.
Design and Procedure
Participants were tested in a dim and quite room with their heads on a chin rest to maintain the
viewing distance at 60 cm. They were instructed to perform a two-alternative same/different
task. In the beginning of each trial, a cross was presented at the center of the screen. Partici-
pants were asked to maintain fixating at the cross during the whole block. After 1200 ms of the
fixation screen, a pair of characters with same structure and orientation was then presented
for 100 ms on two sides of the central fixation (see Fig. 1a). Each pair of characters was
randomly presented in either foveal or parafoveal vision. Participants were asked to judge
whether or not the two characters are the same, pressing the ‘z’ key with the left hand if
they were the same and pressing‘/’ key with the right hand if not. An auditory feedback was
played to indicate if the response was correct or not. After each block, averaged accuracies
and reaction times (RTs) of this block were shown to participants to make sure they were
motivated to perform well in the task. The block would have to be retested if the accuracies
were lower than 70% or if the average RTs were longer than 900 ms. A total of ten blocks
were retested in six participants. Less than three blocks were retested for each participant in
the experiment. Conditions in each block were randomized.
The whole experiment included 2400 trials in total and lasted about 90 min for each par-
ticipant on average. There were two kinds of arrangements for each pair of characters in the
experiment: vertical arrangement with one character above the fixation and the other below
the fixation, and horizontal arrangement with one character to the left of the fixation and the
other to the right of the fixation (see Fig. 1b). Thus, two arrangements were assigned into two
sessions so that we could control the interaction of the deployment of spatial attention with
the structure of character (i.e. LRC or TBC). The order of two sessions was counterbalanced
among participants. Each session included 40 blocks with 30 trials within each block. Charac-
Fig. 1 Illustration of two sample trials. a Horizontal arranged display. In this example trial, the stimuli are
top–bottom characters. b Vertical arranged display. In the example trial, the stimuli are left–right characters.
In the experiment, display arrangement was a blocked factor and character structure was a random factor
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ter orientation (i.e. upright or inverted) was random across blocks. Within a block, both charac-
ter structure and eccentric condition were random across trials. There were 100 trials for each
condition combination, half of which were ‘same’ trials and the other half were ‘different’
trials. Both sessions were preceded by 4 blocks of practice using a different set of characters
from the main tests. Participants have right to choose to finish the two sessions on the same day
or on different days. There were 12 participants chose to do the experiment on different days.
Analysis and Results
Three dependent variables were included into current analysis. First, we analyzed perfor-
mance among different conditions on mean RTs. The mean RTs from correct trials were
computed for each subject. Second, bias-free sensitivity index (A’) was calculated with the
below equation (1) for each condition instead of accuracy. Previous studies have indicated
that A’ is a better estimation of performance in a matching task (Hsiao and Cottrell 2009;
Wong et al. 2012). For the calculation of A’ (see Eq. 1), correct responses to ‘different’ trials
were designated as ‘hits’ and incorrect responses to ‘same’ trials were designated as ‘false
alarms’. Third, the magnitudes of inversion effects for three structures of characters were
calculated by subtracting the RTs of inverted characters from those of the upright ones (i.e.
 RT); and the A’s of inverted character from those of the upright ones (i.e. A’). For both
measurements, higher value means larger size of inversion effect. The magnitudes provide
a measure of the relative deterioration across three structures of characters due to inversion.
ANOVA was conducted to analyze all three variables (orientation, structure, and eccentric-
ity). Mean RTs and A’ for horizontal and vertical arrangement conditions were averaged for
statistical analyses (see Table 1).
A′ = 0.5 +
[
sign (H − F) (H + F)
2+ | H − F |
4 max (H, F) − 4HF
]
H = hit rate, F = false alarm rate (1)
Table 1 Mean RTs and A’ for
upright and inverted characters in
the foveal and parafoveal fields
Inversion LRC TBC SC
M SE M SE M SE
Foveal field
Upright
RT 449.22 12.62 442.49 12.67 434.42 12.61
A′ 0.97 0.00 0.97 0.00 0.98 0.00
Inverted
RT 487.85 12.61 479.66 13.77 465.39 12.18
A′ 0.94 0.01 0.96 0.00 0.96 0.00
Parafoveal field
Upright
RT 471.40 12.19 465.30 11.35 453.98 12.19
A′ 0.96 0.00 0.97 0.00 0.97 0.00
Inverted
RT 511.81 14.54 500.18 13.45 486.90 12.63
























Fig. 2 Mean RTs (top panel) and A’ (bottom panel) for upright and inverted characters in the foveal and
parafoveal field. Error bars represent standard errors
Reaction times To test the impact of inversion on the RTs, a three-way ANOVA was applied
on correct RTs with orientation (upright vs. inverted), structure (LRC, TBC, vs. SC), and
eccentricity (foveal vs. parafoveal) as within-subject factors. The analysis revealed a main
effect of eccentricity (F(1, 19) = 137.32, p = .000,η2p = .88), a main effect of structure
(F(2, 38)=111.88, p=.000,η2p =.86), a main effect of orientation (F(1, 19) = 155.59, p =
.000,η2p = .89), and an interaction between structure and orientation (F(2, 38) = 5.54, p =
.015,η2p = .23). There are no other significant interactions. Post hoc comparisons for the
structure by orientation interaction show much longer responses to inverted characters of
three structures than upright ones (LRC: MD = 39.52, SE = 3.57, p = .000; TBC: MD =
36.03, SE = 3.15, p = .000; SC: MD = 31.95, SE = 2.71, p = .000), see Fig. 2.
Response sensitivity A three-way ANOVA was applied on A’ with orientation (upright
or inverted), structure (LRC, TBC, or SC), and eccentricity (foveal or parafoveal) as within-
subject factors. There were a main effect of orientation (F(1, 19) = 57.58, p = .000,η2p =
.74), a main effect of eccentricity (F(1, 19) = 22.00, p = .000,η2p = .54), and a main
effect of structure (F(2, 38) = 19.06, p = .000,η2p = .50). Significant interactions were
found between eccentricity and orientation (F(1, 19) = 4.52, p = .047,η2p = .19), between
eccentricity and structure (F(2, 38) = 4.76, p = .018,η2p = .20), and between orientation
and structure (F(2, 38) = 14.46, p = .000,η2p = .43), which suggest both inversion and
eccentricity significantly affected response sensitivity. Post hoc comparisons for those 2-way
interactions revealed lower sensitivity for all inverted than upright characters (ps = .000)
either in the parafoveal or foveal visual field. Post hoc comparisons reveal lower A’ for
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Table 2 Magnitude of inversion
effect in reaction times (RTs)
and bias-free sensitivity (A’) in
the foveal and parafoveal fields
Eccentricity LRC TBC SC
M SE M SE M SE
Fovea
RT 38.64 3.44 37.18 3.56 30.97 2.94
A’ 0.03 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.02 0.00
Parafovea
RT 40.41 5.20 34.88 3.61 32.92 3.32
A’ 0.04 0.01 0.02 0.00 0.02 0.00
inverted characters of all structure types than upright ones in the fovea (LRC: MD = .027, SE
=.005, p = .000; TBC: MD= .015, SE =.003, p = .000; SC: MD =.016, SE =.004, p = .002)
and in the parafovea (LRC: MD = .042, SE =.007, p = .000; TBC: MD = .016, SE =.004, p
= .001; SC: MD =.018, SE =.005, p = .001), see Fig. 2.
Magnitudes of inversion effect The magnitudes of inversion effect for characters (refer
Table 2) are shown in Fig. 3. TheRTs andA’ are entered into two-way ANOVAs separately
with structure (LRC, TBC, or SC) and eccentricity (foveal or parafoveal) as within-subject
factors. The ANOVA on RTs reveal a significant a structure by eccentricity interaction,
F(2, 38) = 5.54, p = .015,η2p = .23. Neither a main effect of eccentricity nor a main effect
of structure was significant. To detect the structure effect, simple tests for the structure by
eccentricity interaction reveal larger magnitude of the inversion effect for LRC than SC (MD
= 7.67, SE = 2.68, p = .010) and larger for TBC than SC (MD = 6.21, SE = 2.82, p = .040) in
the fovea. These differences cross structures are not observed in the parafovea. There is no
eccentricity difference for each type of structure. The ANOVA on A’ showed a significant
main effect of eccentricity (F(1, 19) = 4.52, p = .047,η2p = .19) and a main effect of
structure (F(2, 38) = 14.46, p = .000,η2p = .43). No structure by eccentricity interaction
was found on A’. Post hoc comparisons of main effects of structure and eccentricity were
conducted. A’ of inversion effect is higher for LRC than TBC (MD = .019, SE = .004, p =
.001) and SC (MD = .017, SE = .005, p = .005), but no significant difference in A’ is found
between TBC and SC. A’ is overall larger in the parafovea than in the fovea (MD = .006,
SE = .003, p = .047).
Discussion
The main purpose of the present study is to determine whether the magnitude of the character
inversion effect is dependent on what we call ‘radical structure’. Specifically we measured
the impact of the hierarchical level and the familiarity of radical-organization. We used the
inversion effect as a measure of configural processing, and a set of three character structures
that allowed us to tease apart the effects of structure level and familiarity. The structure
familiarity effect has not been investigated so far in the literatures of character recognition.
The present study for the first time examined differences in structure familiarity within
characters. Our findings showed robust inversion effects for all three types of characters,
which are consistent with the findings by Wang et al. (2011). The magnitude of the inversion
effect varied with character radical structure. In detail, the inversion effect in RTs was larger
to compound (left–right and top–bottom structure) than simple characters, and the response









































Fig. 3 Inversion effects in RTs (top panel) and A’ (bottom panel) in the foveal and parafoveal field. Error
bars represent standard errors
findings together, we suggest that configural structure rather than relational configuration is
the nature of configural processing of Chinese characters.
Additionally, in the current results, the overall inversion effect, at least on response sensi-
tivity, was higher when the characters were presented in the parafovea compared to that of the
fovea condition, which is consistent with McKone’s (2004) finding on face inversion effect.
As what one would expect, people generally perform worse at discriminating parafoveal
characters. The increment of inversion effect in the parafoveal condition could be simply
contributed by more severe impairment in discriminating inverted characters than discrim-
inating upright characters. The processing of inverted characters may rely on only feature
processing which could be more dependent on spatial proximity (McKone 2004; Pelli et al.
2004).
Previous findings found that the inversion effect was more profound in the domain that
people have gained expertise, or in other words, after they become very familiar with the
configuration relations of features of the members (Gauthier and Tarr 1997; Gauthier et al.
1998). By taking advantage of the variation of radical structure of Chinese character, our
finding that the inversion effect was stronger for left–right characters is consistent along this
perceptual expertise framework, suggesting sensitivity to the configural structure could be
modulated through the familiarization of the relation of feature positions even across different
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subset of objects within a specific domain. Yeh et al. (2003) investigated the effect of learning
experience on perceiving Chinese character by comparing various groups with different
learning experiences. They found a developmental trend changing from local features to
global structures from illiterate to skilled readers. Yeh et al. (2003) explained that learning
Chinese characters is a formation process of perceptual units; the size of the units increases
with learning experience. This indicated that the local features such as the number of strokes
and positions of strokes in radicals become less important to character recognition through
learning. The configural structure is determined by the relative positions of radicals rather
than strokes (Yeh et al. 2003). The weak inversion effect in simple characters obtained in
the present study provides further support for the sensitivity to configural structure. The
radical-configural structure is not needed for processing simple characters because a simple
character consists of only one radical and has a very simple structure. Its perceptual unit is the
radical itself. Inversion may to less degree disrupt configural processing of simple characters.
For a skilled reader, perceiving a character by extracting overall configural structure reduces
processing load and improves efficiency of character recognition. Taft and his colleagues
(Taft et al. 1999; Taft and Zhu 1997) proposed an activation model to illustrate processing of
Chinese characters. The orthographic subsystem in the model constitutes four levels: feature,
radical, character, and multi-character. When a character is visually presented, low level
features (i.e. strokes and stroke combinations) register early in the subsystem. This activates
the linked representations at the radical level that then send activations to the character
representations. Taft et al. (1999) suggested that the radical representations are position-
specific such that the character representations are directly activated via a combination of
position-specific radicals from the radical level (i.e. via the combination of the left and right
radicals, and top and bottom radicals). Ding et al. (2004) extends the model, specifying
the representation levels of simple characters and compound characters. They pointed that
radicals and simple characters are represented at the same level; representations of compound
characters are activated by position-specific radicals and simple characters.
According to the activation model (Ding et al. 2004; Taft et al. 1999), Chinese charac-
ters are recognized via combination of position-specific radials. This is compatible with the
explanation of the configural structure. In other words, radicals are indeed organized into dif-
ferent structures that contain radical-positional information. As for the current study, radical
processing and structural processing are sufficient for illustration of mechanism underlying
recognition of simple characters and compound characters in upright and inverted orientation.
Specially, configural structure plays an essential role in recognizing the upright compound
characters, which is modulated by structure familiarity (Yeh et al. 2003). The more the struc-
ture is familiar to skilled readers, the more character processing relies on configural structure.
This is confirmed by the different magnitudes of the inversion effect between left–right and
top–bottom characters. Furthermore, the present study considers that radical processing is
inevitable in character recognition, as suggested by Zhang et al. (2008) that the configural
processing and feature processing are implemented in parallel in Chinese character recogni-
tion. The radical representations, as depicted in the extensive activation model by Ding et al.
(2004), are activated by simple characters as well. Recognition of inverted simple characters
cannot be explained with the configural structure account. Under this circumstance, radi-
cal processing contributes recognition of this type of characters. Inversion disrupts normal
processing of radical and therefore leads to decrease in processing efficiency.
The structure familiarity we referred in the current study is more about people’s visual
experience with character. One has to be cautious in generalizing our findings to other modal-
ity, such as, sensorimotor experience. Previous studies suggest that sensorimotor experience
could decrease configural processing (Zhou et al. 2012; Tso et al. 2014). For example, artists
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with extensive face drawing experience attend to facial parts more compared to the control
group (Zhou et al. 2012); people with massive writing experience attend to character radicals
more compared to those with limited writing experience (Tso et al. 2014).
In the current study, all participants are native-speaking Chinese readers with at least
10 years of writing experience. Thus, the relationship between writing and sensorimotor
experience, structure familiarity, and configural processing is beyond the scope of the current
study. Nonetheless, this could be an interesting topic for future research that has access to
participants with varying sensorimotor experience with characters.
In conclusion, the present study demonstrates through the inversion effect, that character
recognition involves extraction of configural structure as well as radical processing rather
than multiple levels of relational configurations. Compound characters are recognized via the
extraction of configural structure that is modulated by structure familiarity, while recognition
of simple characters depends on radical processing.
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